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“Dreams are not those which comes while you are sleeping 

ButDreams are those when you don’tsleep beforefulfilling them”  

        (Dr APJ Abdul Kalam) 

When a person is wholly and solely after his dream, then it is palpable and apparent that he 
has to see many hardship to fulfil them, the hardships which the dreamer undergoes carry no 
weightage and thus are nofear-provoking entities at all for him,  nor are they the things which 
can put him down or turn him off  to make him eunuch; as the factual dreamer knows 
dreaming isn’t the work of an ordinary man, although, an ordinary man also dreams but the 
difference is—an ordinary dreamerdreams while sleeping, but the realistic dreamer dreams 
while making every effort to fulfil them. 

In 2016, I watched a movie, titled, ‘M.S Dhoni—the untold story’, which uncovered many 
leaves and made overtly apparent before whole world that prior to enjoying the status and 
stature of Indian captaincy what not ‘Mr Captain Cool’ had to undergo. A son of an ordinary 
mechanic, a ticket-collector, a meek player who made his debut in2004 and then the captain 
who lifted the 1st world twenty20 cup in 2007.With which it became then ostensive that the 
life of the man (M.S Dhoni) which every solo soul of this country claims as sheer luck and 
godsend was not that but was built brick by brick with commitment and hard work. 

An American transcendentalist, Ralf Waldo Emerson says, “To be yourself in a world that 
is constantly trying to make you something else is the greatest accomplishment.” 

On 6th December, 2017, a book was released which was titled, “Wandering for Love”, the 
book (Wandering for Love) is written by a young Kashmiri lad namely ‘Faheen Bhat’ who 
is just 19 years old.The book deals with so many issues from love to creed and from books to 
schizophrenia.  

The scene and the characters of the book are taken from the west. The scenes in the book start 
from the Harvard University—where the protagonist studies literature and is the student of 
final year. Eccentrically by skirmish the protagonist namely Fenin, falls in love which people 
call as love at first sight with ‘Arabela’ who turns to be a doctor by profession and an aspirer 
who aspires to open her own hospital for charity. Both Fenin and Arabela share their 
aspirations, tastes and their goals and start meeting each other repeatedly. 

Arabela, helps Fenin during his accident which meets with—Making Fenin believe that she is 
in love with him, which otherwise stand topsy-turvy. 
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On the birth day of Fenin’s mother, Fenin proposes Arabela and tries to woo her but Arabela 
turns Fenin’s proposal down, which make Fenin to land in the cabin of psychoanalyst. 

His family and friends try a lot to make him come out of that cocoon but either of them funk 
or turn unproductive to get him back to normal life. Fenin, develops love for books and starts 
reading more and more and spends his most of the time with books, he even considers them 
his real world and twitches to live in world of fairy-tales. 

Hoping that Fenin may turn customary and do mundane things the way he used to do, the 
psychiatrist injects in his veins certain dugs—Believing  that these drugs might rebuild him, 
but in contrary they turn fatal and take Fenin’s mortal lifeto immortality  with wailing 
mother, shattered father and lonesome friends. 

The book is written in third person narrative, the character namely Fenin has been given the 
main role to perform. Fenin is the protagonist of the story who falls in love with Arabela. 
Apart from that there are few more characters in the story, they are Fenin’s friends, his family 
and his friend’s family members. The scene has been created at one place only that is USA 
and most of the events take place there. 

The book over all is a well attempt as a beginner and I opine that the author will be counted 
among the good writers in the coming years. 

The fault I found in the book was that the book is based on imagination than reality the author 
should have at least visited the place before bringing it unto his novel. The reader who has 
not visited the place may not feel this but the one who has visited such place may call it 
utterly a fallacy on writer part. And I opine the writer must take these things into 
consideration while compiling the upcoming books.  

Apart from that I would definitely call it a good attempt as a beginner that too when the 
person is a young lad of 19 years.    
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